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Abstract—The business today are facing with immense challenges due to complex applications and rapid growth in data volumes. Many of applications use data for computing statistical data to make proper decision in other applications such as machine learning or social networking. Mostly, these applications assume performing sophisticated client queries with such operators as aggregation and join. State-of-the-art distributed relational databases get over these challenges. Unfortunately, distributed database management systems suffer from failures. Failures causes sophisticated queries with joining large tables are re-executed so that enormous volume of resources must be leveraged.

In this paper, we introduce a new fault tolerant join algorithm for distributed RDBMS. The algorithm based on mechanisms of data replication and heartbeat messages. We compare our algorithm with traditional, unreliable distributed join algorithm. This paper demonstrates how we achieved trade-off between time required to perform tasks of failed sites and extra resources needed to carry it out.

Index Terms—databases, hash-join, fault-tolerance, query processing, replication

I. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider the definition of distributed database systems. Distributed database systems are database management systems, consisting of local database systems [1], [2]. These systems with their own disks are located and dispersed over a network of interconnected computers. In this paper, we deal with shared-nothing architecture of distributed database systems.

Fault tolerance is the property of system to keep on carrying out tasks in the event of the failure [1], [3]. A system is able to detect a failure and properly handle it without affecting correct execution of tasks.

Distributed systems, based on MapReduce framework, provide high availability, improved performance. They also provide fault-tolerance in case of any site is down. In contrast to distributed systems, parallel RDBMS cannot handle occurred fails so that entire work has to be re-executed. In our work we will focus on how achieve fault tolerance for RDBMS.

Modern distributed database systems are applicable for a variety of tasks such as business intelligence [1], [4]. Mostly, these tasks assume performing sophisticated client queries with such operators as aggregation and join.

The join operation has been studied and discussed extensively in research efforts because it is one of the most time-consuming and data-intensive operations in relational query processing [4]–[7].

Distributed database systems have the main goal is processing an enormous amount of data in a short time, by transmitting data, handling its and passing the final outcome to applications. In failure-free scenarios, database systems may achieve good results. Given that failures are common at large-scale, distributed database systems remain fault tolerance as built-in feature. As example, modern data processing systems have algorithms of recovering tasks of a failed site [8].

According to studies [9], [10], the most common failure types are divided into the following:

- **Communication failure.** This type of failures is specific for distributed systems. There are many types of communication failures - errors in messages, unordered messages, undelivered message, and lost connection. The first two types are responsibility of computer network. Lost messages and/or connection can be the consequence of failed sites or communication failure.
- **System failure.** A hardware of a software failure may cause a system failure. For example, may be either CPU crashed or the presence of bugs in application code which cause failures occur. Once a system failure occurred, content of main memory is loosen.
- **Media failure.** It refers to the failures of the secondary storage devices that store the database. Such failures may be due to operating system errors, as well as to hardware faults such as head crashes or controller failures. The important point from the perspective of DBMS reliability is that all or part of the database that is on the secondary storage is considered to be destroyed and inaccessible.
- **Transaction failure.** Transactions can fail for a number of reasons. For instance, a failure can occur due to either incorrect input data or potential deadlock.

As state in [9], hardware and software failures make up more than 90% of all failures. This percentage has not changed significantly since the early days of computing. What is more interesting is the occurrence of soft failure is significantly
higher than that of hardware failures. In contrast to the occurrence of system failures, the occurrence of transaction failures, as it states in [10], is 3%. Modern database management systems are capable of recovering execution of abrupt interrupted transactions in a short time. In this paper, we do not consider transactions failures.

Unfortunately, state-of-the-art data processing systems do not have algorithms for handling failures when a client performs a query joining two of more tables. Currently, the modern relational and NoSQL distributed database systems re-execute an entire query even if a one node of systems becomes inactive. For example, a node with stored data becomes unavailable when transmitting data to sites where join operation are performed. It causes re-execution of a query with join leads to spend enormous resources and time to end up a join query.

The paper addresses the challenges of recovering tasks at failed sites. Our solution achieves the fault tolerant execution of join queries through making trade-off between completing recovery tasks for the least time and extra resources to be leveraged for this. Data replication insure to reallocate a client query to available site with stored data. An approach of sending heartbeat messages allows to detect a failure of any site and undertake required steps to recover undone work.

We leverage the following notations used in the paper:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Input relation R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Input relation S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Block size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(R)</td>
<td>The number of blocks of relation R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(S)</td>
<td>The number of blocks of relation S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T(R)</td>
<td>The number of tuples of relation R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T(S)</td>
<td>The number of tuples of relation S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>The number of keepers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>The number of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I(A)</td>
<td>The number of distinct join attribute values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keepers</td>
<td>Nodes, where data is stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td>Nodes, where join operation are performed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work. Description of the distributed cost model, used in the paper, is given in Section III. In Section IV, we address to classical distributed hash-join algorithm and examine cost of the execution. Fault tolerant distributed hash-join algorithm and its cost is introduced in Section V. Section VI provides the description and evaluations of how fault tolerant algorithm gets over failures. Comparison of estimations is presented in Section VII. This paper is concluded by Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review works dedicated to different approaches of tackling failures in modern framework for processing vast amount of data in parallel called Hadoop MapReduce [8]. We examined algorithms [6], [11]–[13] of parallel join for different kind of systems. Analyzed works do not consider the task of handling failures. Authors supposed algorithms work on fail-free systems.

Review [14] describes the state of the art approaches to improve the performance of parallel query processing using MapReduce. Even more, authors discussed significant weaknesses and limitations of the framework. A classification of existing studies over MapReduce is provided focusing on the optimization objective.

Authors proposed a strategy of doubling each task in execution [15]. This stands for if one of the tasks fails, the second backup task will end up on time, reducing the job completion time by using larger amounts of resources. Intuitively, readers may guess that doubling the tasks leads to approximately doubling the resources.

In work [16], authors have devised two strategies to improve the failure detection in Hadoop via heartbeat messages in the worker side. The first strategy is an adaptive interval which will dynamically configure the expiry time adapted to the various sizes of jobs. As authors state, the adaptive interval is advantageous to the small jobs. The second strategy is to evaluate the reputation of each worker according the reports of the failed fetch-errors from each worker. If a worker failures, it lows its reputation. Once the reputation becomes equal to some bound, the master node marks this worker as failed.

To remove single point of failure in Hadoop, a new approach of a metadata replication based solution was proposed in [17]. The solution involves three major phases: in initialization phase, each secondary node is registered to primary node and its initial metadata such as version file and file system image are caught up with those of active/primary node; in replication phase, the runtime metadata (such as outstanding operations and lease states) for failover in future are replicated; in failover phase, standby/new elected primary node takes over all communications.

III. DISTRIBUTED COST MODEL

One of the challenges of multi objective query optimization in distributed database management systems is to find Pareto set of solutions or the best possible trade-offs among the objective functions [18]. Objective functions are defined as total time of query execution, I/O operations, CPU instructions and a number of messages to be transmitted.

In distributed database systems the total time of query execution is expressed through mathematical model of weighted average. This model consists of time to perform I/O operations, CPU instructions and time to exchange a number of messages among involved sites. In this work we are going to find trade-off between the least time of the execution in case of failure occurrence and extra resources required to recover failed tasks. We will evaluate time to perform I/O operations, CPU instructions, and communication separately.
In this paper, we consider joining two relations R and S, and \( R.A = S.B \) is the join condition. Assume all data of each relation evenly distributed throughout the system; each node stores \( \frac{T(R)}{|K_n|} \) and \( \frac{T(S)}{|K_n|} \) respectively.

IV. CLASSICAL DISTRIBUTED HASH-JOIN ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe distributed hash-join algorithm. We will often refer to distributed hash-join algorithm as classical join algorithm.

At the highest level, the working of distributed hash join in distributed database systems of a shared-nothing architecture is straightforward:

1) A coordinator receives a client query. Then, the coordinator populates messages with a client query across all keepers.

2) Each keeper reads its partitions of relation R, applies a hash function \( h_1 \) to the join attribute of each attribute. Hash function \( h_1 \) has its range of values \( 0...|K_n| - 1 \). If a tuple hashes to value \( i \), then it is sent to a worker \( W_i \). Once a keeper ends up reading its partitions of relation R, it notifies the coordinator about the status of work.

3) Each worker \( W_i \) builds a hash table, allocated in memory, and fills in it with tuples received from step 2. In this step, each worker uses a different hash function \( h_2 \) than the one used in the step 2.

4) Once all keepers stopped reading their partitions of relation R, the coordinator initiates a probing phase by sending notifications to keepers.

5) Each keeper reads its partitions of relation S, applies a hash function \( h_1 \) to the join attribute of each attribute as it is in the step 2. If a tuple hashes to value \( i \), then it has to be sent to a worker \( W_i \).

6) A worker receives a tuple of relation S, probes the hash table built in step 2 to find out a tuple of relation S joins with any tuple of relation R. If so, tuples join and an outcome tuple is generated.

The direction of a red line from a keeper to the coordinator means process of sending a notification to the coordinator with message a keeper stopped reading its partitions on a particular phase. The blue lines among keepers and workers denote the process of sending tuples at two phases. Lines of green color, directed from workers to the coordinator, signify submitting outcome tuples.

Here and further in the paper we do not consider the single coordinator receives all client queries. Instead, a new coordinator is assigned for each query.

A. Cost of Classical Distributed Hash-Join

1) Communication cost: the coordinator sends a message to \( K \) keepers to take up reading their partitions of relation R. One more message the coordinator sends to keepers to start reading partitions of relation S. At the building phase, keepers send \( T(R) \) messages to workers, and at the probing phase they send \( T(S) \) messages. The total communication cost:

\[
T_{msg} = 2 + T(R) + T(S) \tag{1}
\]

2) I/O cost: keepers read \( B(R) \) blocks at the building phase and workers write \( B(R) \) blocks into their disks. At the probing phase, keepers read \( B(S) \) blocks of relation S. To write the result of matching, it will take

\[
I_{O_{matches}} = \frac{B(R)T(S) + B(S)T(R)}{I(A)} \tag{2}
\]

The total I/O cost:

\[
T_{I/O} = 2B(R) + B(S) + I_{O_{matches}} \tag{3}
\]

3) CPU cost: at the both building and probing phases, the coordinator sends 2 messages to keepers. Each keeper receives 2 messages. For reading both relations, keepers perform \( B(R) + B(S) \) operations. To write blocks of relation R on each worker, it is required to perform \( B(R) \) operations. At the building and probing phases, keepers perform \( T(R) + T(S) \) operations to submit messages to workers and workers execute \( T(R) + T(S) \) operations to receive messages. Each worker executes

\[
C_{PU_{compare}} = \frac{B(R)T(S) + B(S)T(R) + T(R)T(S)}{I(A)W} \tag{4}
\]

comparing of tuples both relations during the matching, and writing join result. The total CPU cost:

\[
T_{CPU} = B(S) + 2(T(R) + T(S) + B(R) + |K| + 1) + C_{PU_{compare}} \tag{5}
\]

V. FAULT TOLERANT DISTRIBUTED HASH-JOIN

We identified a few causes the classical distributed join may interrupt at any phase of algorithm.

- The coordinator became unreachable. For example, due to a communication or a system failure. All stored data may be loosen.
- A media or system failure occurred at a keeper or a worker performing operations over its disk.
- A site was suddenly turned off in the middle of the probing phase so the entire work has to be re-executed.

To detect and properly handle the failures above, we decided to leverage the concept of sending heartbeat messages. The concept of heartbeat is widely used in the consensus algorithm Raft [19]. In a heartbeat message, a site may inform another site about status of carried out tasks or pass crucial metadata information.

The approach of heartbeat messages benefits detecting any failures of sites. The coordinator’s duty is to send heartbeat messages to all sites and receive responses. Once the coordinator receives heartbeat messages, it has to sort out inputs. If an input contains error message, it stands for an error occurred in a site, for example, software or media failure. If there is no response from a site, it means either a site is unreachable due to communication failure or hardware issues occurred.

We injected the approach of heartbeat messages into our algorithm. Based on content of a received message, the coordinator undertakes required steps to recover work of a failed site.

Apart from telling about communication and system failures, consider failures with disks. A failure with a disk can be caused by power loss, media faults, I/O errors, or corruption of information on the disk. Particularly, a failure with a disk of a worker may cause the loss of intermediate join result. To prevent the loss of data stored in sites, we leverage the strategy of full data replication [20], [21]. Keepers form a ring. Keeper \((i + 1) \mod |K|\) stores a full copy of data of the previous keeper \(i \mod |K|\). To protect intermediate data of workers from the loss, each keeper copy data for joining to both workers. The first worker executes join operation of both tables whereas the second worker stays on until the coordinator signals to join reserved data.

\[T_{msg} = 2 + T(R) + T(S) \] (6)

**A. Algorithm**

Summarizing said all above, we introduce fault tolerant distributed hash-join algorithm. The algorithm is similar to classical hash-join for distributed database systems in a shared-nothing architecture.

1) **Building.** A coordinator receives a client query. To initiate a build phase, the coordinator populates messages with a client query across all nodes. Once messages are sent, the coordinator sets status of performing a client query as processing for all keepers.

2) Each keeper reads its partitions of relation R, applies a hash function \(h_1\) to the join attribute of each attribute. Hash function \(h_1\) has its range of values \(0...|W| - 1\). If a tuple hashes to value \(i\), then it is sent to \(i \mod |W|\) and \((i + 1) \mod |W|\) workers. For the latter, a message has to contain message reserved data. Once a keeper ends up reading its partitions of relation R, it notifies the coordinator about the status of work.

3) Each worker builds a hash table, allocated in memory, and fills in it with tuples received from step 2. In this step, each worker uses a different hash function \(h_2\) than the one used in the step 2.

4) Once all keepers stopped reading their partitions of relation R, the coordinator initiates a probing phase by sending notifications to keepers.

5) **Probing.** Each keeper reads its partitions of relation S, applies a hash function \(h_1\) to the join attribute of each attribute as it is in the step 2. If a tuple hashes to value \(i\), then it is sent to \(i \mod |W|\) and \((i + 1) \mod |W|\) workers.

6) Worker \(i \mod |W|\) receives a tuple of relation S, probes the hash table built in step 2 to find out a tuple of relation S joins with any tuple of relation R. If so, tuples join and an outcome tuple is generated. The other worker \((i + 1) \mod |W|\) puts reserved data into its disk.

7) Once an outcome tuple is generated, a worker sends heartbeat message the following worker. In this message, it points a position of the last successfully joined tuple of relation S.

In the Figure 2 shown a scheme of working of fault tolerant distributed join algorithm. There is the same principle of working as it is shown in Figure 1 for the classical join algorithm. The difference is that there is added a reserved coordinator RC and it synchronizes with the primary coordinator C. Workers comprise a ring of nodes. Each worker is aware of the following node. It facilitates a worker submits info about proceeded work during the join to the following worker. In case of \(i \mod |W|\) worker is failed, \((i + 1) \mod |W|\) worker takes over tasks of a failed worker.

**B. Cost of Fault Tolerant Distributed Hash-Join Algorithm**

1) **Communication cost:** similar to the classical distributed join algorithm, in fault tolerant algorithm the coordinator sends one message to keepers to take up reading their partitions of relation R and one message to start reading partitions of relation S. At the building phase, keepers send \(T(R)\) messages to workers, and at the probing phase they send \(T(S)\) messages.

\[T_{msg} = 2 + T(R) + T(S) \] (6)
2) **I/O cost:** keepers read \(B(R)\) blocks at the building phase and workers write \(B(R)\) blocks into their disks in parallel including reserved blocks of relation \(R\). At the probing phase, keepers read \(B(S)\) blocks and workers write \(B(S)\) blocks as reserved. To write the result of matching, it’s required to perform

\[
IO_{matches} = \frac{B(R)T(S) + B(S)T(R)}{I(A)}
\]  

(7)

I/O operations. The total I/O cost:

\[
T_{I/O} = 2(B(S) + B(R)) + IO_{matches}
\]  

(8)

3) **CPU cost:** the coordinator carries out 2 operations to submit messages to keepers at the both phases. All in all, keepers perform \(2|K|\) operations to receive messages. To read and write both relations by keepers at two phases, it will takes

\[
IO_{RW} = 2(B(S) + B(R))
\]  

(9)

At the building and probing phases, to submit and receive messages with tuples, it will takes

\[
CSR = 2(T(R) + T(S))
\]  

(10)

operations to submit and receive messages with tuples. Each worker executes

\[
CPU_{compare} = \frac{T(R)T(S)}{I(A)|W|}
\]  

(11)

operations comparing of tuples both relations during the matching, and

\[
CPU_{join} = \frac{B(R)T(S) + B(S)T(R)}{I(A)|W|}
\]  

(12)

operations to write join result. After an outcome tuple is generated and sent to the coordinator, two operations are needed to send a message from \(i \mod W\) worker to \((i + 1) \mod |W|\) worker.

The total CPU cost:

\[
T_{CPU} = IO_{RW} + CSR + 2(|K| + 1) + CPU_{compare} + CPU_{join}
\]  

(13)

**VI. HANDLING FAILURES**

In this section, we examine steps to handle failures during the execution of fault tolerant hash join algorithm.

A. **Failure of The Coordinator**

As we said before, the coordinator may fail at any phase. For instance, the coordinator becomes unreachable before probing phase or even in the middle of the execution of building phase. To eliminate any of those scenarios, the secondary coordinator takes over a work of the failed coordinator. Both keepers and workers have to be aware of the secondary coordinator and be able to quickly join it.

We suggest adding both coordinators’ addresses to keepers and workers. When a heartbeat message is sent from a site to the failed coordinator, a node should handle it by re-sending a message to the secondary coordinator and keeping on work with it. A database manager should be aware of a failed coordinator and recover it.

Figure 3 depicts a case when the coordinator is failed and all messages from nodes re-route to the reserved coordinator.

B. **Failure of a Keeper**

A keeper may fail at any phase:

1) **Before performing a query.** Once the coordinator knows a keeper is failed, it will redirect tasks to another keeper where reserved data of a failed keeper is stored.

2) **Building or probing.** Despite the phase, a keeper stops sending heartbeat messages to the coordinator. The latter reassigns task to another keeper with stored data of an inactive keeper and says its to keep scanning a particular relation.

To handle the first case, all the coordinator needs to carry out is to mark the failed coordinator as unreachable and not to submit messages to it. We do not calculate cost of performing this case because of we assume the coordinator is aware of the address of the failed keeper and the cost will not affect the query execution.

Let us consider the second case. As we pointed out in Section III, the total cost of execution is the sum of communication cost, I/O cost and CPU cost. Communication cost is composed of sending a message from the coordinator to a keeper and submitting messages of a particular relation to workers.

\[
T_{msg} = 1 + \frac{T(R) + T(S)}{|K|}
\]  

(14)

I/O cost implies scanning blocks of two relations, writing blocks of relation \(R\) twice in parallel and once blocks of relation \(S\).

\[
T_{I/O} = \frac{2(B(R) + B(S))}{|K|}
\]  

(15)

As for CPU cost, it is composed of two operations to send and receive message from the coordinator to a keeper, reading and
writing blocks of two relations and submitting and receiving messages with tuples.

\[ T_{CPU} = 2 + 2 \frac{B(R) + B(S) + T(R) + T(S)}{\lvert K \rvert} \]  \hspace{2cm} (16)

The total cost of the execution of recovering work of a failed keeper is the sum of

\[ T_{recovery} = (14) + (15) + (16) \]  \hspace{2cm} (17)

**C. Failure of a Worker**

If a worker becomes unavailable at building phase, the coordinator submits a notification in the following heartbeat message stop communicating with an unavailable worker.

If worker \( i \mod \lvert W \rvert \) is in unreachable state at the probing phase, the coordinator sends out a message to worker \((i+1) \mod \lvert W \rvert \) so that it may take over task of joining tuples. The cost of communication:

\[ T_{msg} = 1 \]  \hspace{2cm} (18)

I/O cost is composed of the following assumption. During performing join operation, once a worker \( i \mod \lvert W \rvert \) sends an outcome tuple to the coordinator, it submits index of a tuple \( V \) which just joined and sent to the coordinator. Worker \((i+1) \mod \lvert W \rvert \) starts reading from \( V + I \) tuple.

\[ T_{I/O} = 2 \frac{T(S)}{b} - V \]  \hspace{2cm} (19)

CPU cost is the sum of performing sending and receiving messages, reading untreated tuples and comparing them

\[ T_{CPU} = 2 + \frac{T(S)}{b} + \left(1 - \frac{T(R)}{\lvert W \rvert} - V \right) \frac{T(S)}{\lvert W \rvert} - V \]  \hspace{2cm} (20)

The total cost to recover work of a failed worker is the sum of

\[ T_{recovery} = (18) + (19) + (20) \]  \hspace{2cm} (21)

**VII. Evaluation and Comparison**

In this section we computed cost of both algorithms. The average time of the execution of joining both tables is defined by introducing the probability \( P \) that the total time of the execution is the sum of probabilities of fail-free execution and total time of work required to recover a work at a failed site at any phase.

The formula below depicts the average time of execution

\[ \text{The average time} = P \times NW + (1 - P) \times RW \]  \hspace{2cm} (22)

where \( NW \) is the total time of fail-free execution of an algorithm whereas \( RW \) is the total time of recovering work. In case of fault tolerant join algorithm, under \( RW \) we assume the execution of recovery work at any phase described in Section VI. For classical distributed join, the recovery work is to re-execute the entire query across all sites.

We consider the following cases: fail-free work, a keeper fails, and a worker fails. For simplicity, we assume that the probability of fault tolerant work of any site equals. As we said in Section III, we analyze different objective functions separately. Table II provides parameters used during evaluations.

![Table II](attachment:image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T(R) )</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B(R) )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B(S) )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 4](attachment:image)

Fig. 4. Comparison of communication time required to execute both algorithms. \( T(R) = T(S) = 256 \)

**VIII. Conclusion**

In this paper, we introduced a fault-tolerant distributed hash-join algorithm. Cost model has been provided, classical and fault tolerant algorithms are compared with each other. In case of failure-free, the unstable algorithm demonstrates better results. In contrast to classical distributed hash join, estimations showed that fault tolerant join algorithm takes precedence over unreliable distributed hash join algorithm.
With double copying tuples of relations to servers, where join is performed, we may omit abrupt failures of workers and keep on joining tuples in available ones.

Future work includes adapting our algorithm to data skew. We will also consider implementing fault tolerant algorithm and conduct experiments with other RDBMS.
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